
Stumbling Toward Genius Assignment 
 
 

 
 
 
EPISODE TWO: Draft After Draft After Draft…. 
 
CREATIVE COMPETENCY: DEDICATED PERSISTENCE 
 

The assignments from Stumbling Toward Genius are generally short and simple. Most of them              

focus on a few of my most powerful coaching inquiries. But this week and next week’s                

assignments are a bit longer. I want to gift you two of the most powerful processes I do with my                    

clients. By doing these assignments, everything in your life can become more clear and thus               

easier. Take your time with them! No need to finish them in a week’s time.  

 

This week’s creative competency is dedicated persistence. I used my inherent values to build a               

new competency. Our values can point us to the things that tap into our true essence and our                  

genius. 

 

When you’re working on a project, what helps you connect with your absolute MUST for doing 

it?  

 

What values help you stay with the work when everything in you says RUN AWAY?  

 

What values help you trust yourself to stay with it? 
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Stumbling Toward Genius Assignment 
 

                                                 

 

There are a lot of ways to tap into our persistence. And knowing our values is one of the best                    

tools to always get clear on why you are doing what you are doing.  

 

I used my inherent values to build a new competency. People talk a lot about values but it often                   

seems like we just pay lip service to these concepts. Yet, our values can help us out when we                   

face obstacles in the creative process.  

 

My values of learning and curiosity really saved my bacon in all those years writing Chasing                

Sylvia Beach. This week’s assignment can set the stage for all your future projects and for your                 

life. It’s a bit longer than the other assignments, and will take some time, but it’s well worth it.  

 

Values discovery is the first work I do with my coaching clients. When they get clarity on what’s                  

really true to them and their creative spirit, everything that follows is much easier. Decisions are                

easier to make, priorities are easier to set, projects are easier to finish and life is easier to enjoy. 

 

By identifying your values, you gain clarity about what serves you and what doesn’t. Using your                

values as navigating tools, you can make decisions according to who you are at your core,                

rather than who you think you should be.  

 

Values are what make us unique. They reflect who we are at our essence. Think of values as                  

the invisible traits that make you you.  

 

Give yourself some retreat time – an hour or so should get you started – and delve deep to                   

clarify your values. 
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Exploring Values, Part One: Discovery 
 
Use a notebook or several sheets of paper to do this process. Feel free to play with color, add a 

visual element or make your values exploration a work of art in itself. Whatever works for you is 

the right way.  

 

For each value, do a string of words. Each word gets closer to the heart of the value and helps 

to distinguish it. For instance, Creativity as a value will mean something different for you than for 

me. For me it would look like this: 

 

Creativity/expression/fun  For you it might be: Creativity/play/beauty 

 

Values work is a different way of thinking about yourself and your life, so don’t be frustrated if it 

takes longer than you thought it would. Here are a few exercises to help tease out your values. 

 

Exercise One 
 

Think of a peak experience. A time when all was well and you were feeling great. This could be 

a concert with friend, a time you struck out on your own and did something risky, or when you 

were acknowledged for something you did. Write a few words to describe this experience. Then 

look for what made it so great – what values were you living in that moment? 

 

Example: A peak experience for me was going to the Ani DiFranco concert at Red Rocks. It was 

my first concert there and she is one of my biggest heroes. I went with friends and the night was 

just perfect.  

 

Values: fun/friends/play  

Creative expression/personal empowerment/positive impact on others 
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Exercise Two 
 

What makes you angry? What really ticks you off? Write down a few notes about what bothers 

you. Now look at the opposite of that and discover the values that lie hidden behind your 

peeves. 

 

Example: I hate it when people ignore me. When I’ve met someone and then they pretend to not 

remember.  

 

Values: community/connection 

 

Exercise Three 
 

What are you really good at? How would people describe you if they were talking about your 

greatest assets? 

 

Example: People would say that I am very neat and organized.  

 

Values: order/clarity/productivity 

 

Exercise Four 
 

What must you have? What do you refuse to live without? 

 

Example: I will not live without exercise. I must bicycle, play tennis and practice yoga. 

 

Values: body/feeling good/clearing the mind & emotions 
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Exploring Values, Part Two: Delve More Deeply into Your Values 
 

1. Identify Your Values 

 

Create a list of 10 to 12 values strings. Don’t agonize over doing it right. Use the 

exercises above to get a list down on paper.  

 

2. Prioritize Your Values 

 

Once you have a list of 10-12 value strings, prioritize them. Choose which values are 

most important to you in descending order. Now, this can feel like an arbitrary ordering 

of your values, and in truth, they don’t exist in us in any linear, neat way. But it can still 

be useful to get a sense of which ones are most important to you. If you were on a 

sinking boat and needed to toss values overboard to survive, which ones would go first? 

 

3. Honor Your Values 

 

Look over your list of values. Next to the priority number, write a number that represents 

your level of satisfaction with how much you are honoring that value in your life right 

now. Ten is honoring that value fully, 1 is not honoring it at all.  

 

4. Live Your Values 

 

Perusing your list, you can easily see which values need more attention. Say you have 

a value of fitness and health, and you’re honoring it at a level of 3. Pretty sad. But don’t 

despair. Ask this question: What would my life look like if I were honoring this value at a 

level of 5? What specifically would I do differently? 
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Exploring Values, Part Three: Apply What You’ve Learned 
 

Finally, when looking at your creative work, ask these questions.  

 

When you’re working on a project, what helps you connect with your absolute must for doing 

it?  

 

What values help you stay with the work when everything in you says run away?  

 

What values are you expressing in your current project?  

 

Dig deep and call on your essence to help you with your creative projects. Our values can be 

our secret ally to help us stay with - and enjoy our projects.  

 

Leave a comment on this episode’s page to share your experience with the assignment, or               

email me at cynthia@originalimpulse.com to send me your experience with the homework. I             

also love to hear any other thoughts you have about this episode.  

 

And be sure to help out with a review here on iTunes.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I believe we are happier and the world is a better place when we are taking action on our                   
creative dreams. Stumbling Toward Genius exists as a haven and an instigator for you to make                
the things that matter to you. Let’s make the world a better place by living our genius.  
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